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AUTHORIZATION OVERVIEW



Insight is a Data as a Service payments reporting platform. It features the latest in machine

learning and data science capabilities for payments combined with an intuitive and tailored

user experience. The platform includes capabilities to extrapolate data and make predictions

and provide prescriptive measures and will offer a benchmarking ability to compare against

industry averages. These features built with machine learning and artificial intelligence use

past data to know how to influence the future.

Users can act intuitively and in real-time, investigate datapoints individually (such as separate

transactions or disputes), take control of data and identify and resolve conversion, chargeback

or fraud related issues much faster. By enabling this deep-dive capability into separate

datapoints, reporting and problem-solving is easier and more precise.

Insight also allows businesses to manage data across the entirety of the payments funnel as the

solution can be tailored to the employee using it. For instance, a fraud manager will be most

interested in payment disputes and fraud issues, while payment managers will want to know

more about authorization and conversion rates. The solution ensures users see the data

they need and recognizes multiple stakeholders such as fraud, finance, operations, developers,

and payment managers.

The platform will continuously evolve enhancing its capabilities, features and functionality. The

roadmap includes the addition of autonomous analytics, ML powered chargeback advice and

easier refunds and chargebacks.

Make faster payment decisions
with Insight



Resolve fraud issues faster

Spot anomalies and tackle fraud,
conversion rate and chargeback issues with
performance analysis across the payment
funnel.

Advice

Improve 
Turn on 3D secure 

ON
Act on tailored performance data to improve
conversion rates with Insight. Never miss an
alert with personalized notifications letting
you know when and where you need to act.

Take decisive action to
boost conversion rates

Dive deep into
transaction data

You need to know what is happening with
your payments data in real-time. Take
control of your data and make smarter
payment decisions.

Insight helps you understand what is happening with your payments
data in real-time so you can take control and make smarter payment
decisions.

Make faster payment decisions

The era of payment dashboards with limited functionality and a
poor user experience is over. Say goodbye to rigid payment
dashboards and hello to Insight. Take control of your data to build
customized reports that can help you make smarter payment
decisions.



 
 
Insight can pull up data on tens of thousands of transactions in just a matter
of seconds, giving you detailed results, fast. With customizable queries on
Insight, you can then filter to focus on the fields that are relevant to your
role or query.

Even better, when you export your customized data, Insight allows you to
order the information in the same way as all of your existing reports. No
need to spend hours reformatting your old Excel spreadsheets.

Insight lets you benchmark your company’s payment performance against
similar businesses in your industry. By analyzing data and trends in
individual countries, you can better understand customer behaviour and
make informed decisions about where to grow. 

 

 

Insight makes it simple to navigate and access payment
information, analyze data, and to know when to take action.
For example:

Insight is a new evolution in reporting, business
intelligence and transaction management for payments. It
is transforming the traditional dashboard, used to see
aggregated data, into a platform with deep-dive and
payment optimization features.

Advice
Your credit card authorization
went up by 5% in Germany



With chargebacks accounting for around 0.5 percent of all transactions, they can become
an expensive problem if left unchecked. Insight has the ability to send you alerts that
show how chargeback rates are changing. Using an outlier detection tool based on a daily
moving average calculation, it will trigger an alert letting you know if a transaction falls
outside of the normal range for your business.

Finance

Payments

Insight offers features and capabilities to help effectively manage
and optimize payment conversion rates and the customer experience
in specific business areas.

Finance professionals know better than most that time really is money. Insight includes
new features to help you effectively navigate your company’s payment data as quickly as
possible. Insight can retrieve payments data for the last 25 months in a few seconds.
Compared to other systems you may have used that require individual PDFs to be
downloaded for each day’s data, Insight is much less time-consuming way of viewing the
data you need.

Fraud

To improve authorization and conversion rates, you’ll need to make it as easy as possible
for customers to pay using the currency and payment method of their choice. On the
Insight platform you can view bank identification number (BIN) country data which shows
where credit cards are used. Insight breaks this information down for you, so you can
view authorization rates by country, how each bank is performing in that country, and
which credit card issuers provide the card. This level of data can help you understand if



Ready to lead
with Insight?

ingenico.com/insight

Whether you’re a finance, payments, or fraud expert,
Insight has the tools and data to help you make
smarter decisions, faster.

https://business.ingenico.com/insight
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